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Welcome to a life-changing journey through the Eternal Living Now program. This Work Manual serves as a companion to the Eternal Living Now 
book.  In addition to the introduction of spiritual concepts, you will be asked to provide introspective self-evaluations, match answers to 
questionnaires for objective comprehension and afforded opportunities for discussion of personal application with other people who may serve as a 
listening partner.   

 
The Reflection Section in this Work Book provides opportunities for examination of concept-comprehension with each strategic assignment. The 

Charting and Documentation Section focuses on self-reflection, growth-assessment and objective progress evaluations while completing charts and 

documentation forms.  The INDEX section provides the opportunity to review Matrix Answer Keys for conformation or correction of answers provided 

to questions in the Comprehensive Questionnaires in Section One of each Chapter.  

This Work Manual is comprised of three Sections:  

SECTION ONE:  ELN Reflection: 

Focus: The Chapter Title for review and reflection 

Language: Key words to develop your ELN vocabulary 

Self- Discovery Questions:  Self-evaluation regarding your personal application of ELN information  

Comprehension Questions:  Self-assessment of your understanding of ELN concepts. 

Partner Concept- Clarification: Assignments with a partner for weekly verbal articulation of ELN concepts.   

 

SECTION TWO: ELN Charting & Documentation Forms: 

 ELN General Progress Chart 

 Weekly List of Eternal Scriptures & Eternal Realities Accessed Chart 

 Partner Concept- Clarification documentation 
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 Self-re-write Re-programing documentation 

Mentor / Mentee Activities Chart  

Journaling Documentation 

 

SECTION THREE:  ELN INDEX  

Matrix Answer Keys (Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, Epsilon, Zeta, Theta, Eta, Iota, Kappa) 

Transformation through Christ 

What’s Next: Website utilization 

 

Religion is the adoption of someone else path to God as your own.  Spirituality is your own unique relationship with God beyond the definition of 

anyone else. The goal of this manual is to assist you in experiencing heavenly spirituality on earth through an Eternal Living Now lifestyle. At this very 

moment, your spirit-being is experiencing eternal realities while co-existing in your temporary body. Objectives in this manual are designed to 

encourage awareness of eternal realities that already around, next to you, within you and through you.  Success is the ability to identify spirit-being as 

your true eternal identity and to express the character of your eternal self as behavior through your body. You can actually begin thinking and 

behaving eternal realities before you get to heaven. Sampling heavenly lifestyle begins now in Christ, not later.  

Ask yourself, what am I doing now that I will do for eternity? God made sure that inhabitants of His household on earth would have daily opportunities 

to exercise eternal activity that takes place in His household in heaven. For example, the experience of God presence through His Spirit is an eternal 

experience in heaven or earth. Worship is an eternal experience, in that you will worship God on earth or heaven forever. Praise is an eternal 

experience. You will praise God forever in His household on earth or in heaven. The experience of godly-thoughts within your spirit-being is forever.  

The exercise of language under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit is an eternal experience. Godly guidance for fulfillment of life-purpose is an eternal 

experience. Godly revelations regarding the meaning for your existence is an eternal grace from His Spirit forever. Relationship, communication, 

expression of Divine persona within your eternal self and behavior under the direct influence of the Holy Spirit are shared-realities between spirit to 

Spirit interactions forever. Your presence and future existence will forever be dependent upon the existence of God. The quality of life for your spirit-
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being will forever be defined, established and rewarded by God. Eternal awakening and growth in eternal self-awareness, enlightenment, and 

consciousness of being is experienced both now and forever in God, through God and because of God. These are just a few answers to your question 

regarding the identification of eternal realities that exist in your life right now.  Remember, as a citizen of God’s household in heaven or earth, you are 

guided by the Holy Spirit to exercise eternal practices today and forever.  The lifestyle of heaven begins now as you awaken to opportunities to access 

infinite eternal resources for fulfillment of your life-purpose.   

The abundant life promised by Christ is eternally infinite in dimensions and can never be reduced to just ephemeral pursuits that will eventually pass 

away. Christ, the Word and highest expression of the eternal Being of God, is with us and in us forever. This work book will help you to experience on 

earth what is already known of you in eternity. Knowledge, consciousness and expression of your eternal spirit-being is the apex of achievement for the 

Eternal Living Now program.  Know that your progress is always our success and this book is our investment into the evolution of your highest self as 

you commit to an Eternal Living Now lifestyle. 

Discovery of spirit-being, eternal behavior and eternal cultures are targeted areas for discussion in this manual.  However, knowledge from the Eternal 

Living Now book will be necessary for command of information that is not covered in this work manual.   The Eternal Living Now book is available at 

our website at www.eternallivingnow. com.  

Reading the Eternal Living Now book before completing this work manual is highly recommended for maximum comprehension and results.  

Experiencing eternal realities daily as fulfillment of life-purpose is of vital importance for spiritual beings such as yourself.  Explore, experience and 

enjoy the eternal provisions and befits God has already provided for you to discover in this lifetime.  The true treasures you possess cannot be taken 

away by taxes, government, enemies or systems because God’s best treasures are eternal. Awareness of your eternal self is required for both access 

and enjoyment of the abundant eternal treasures provided for you.  You are taking this course because eternity has beckoned you.  Experience the 

satisfaction of eternal awareness as you read and complete the Eternal Living Now book and the Eternal Living Now Work Book. You are most 

deserving of the infinite wealth that has already been given to you upon your awakening. 

 

Peace, 

Roland 

http://www.eternallivingnow/
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

FOCUS:           RECOGNITION OF THE EXISTENCE OF YOUR ETERNAL BEING 

LANGUAGE: Etymological: 

A chronological account of the birth and development of a particular word or element of a word, often delineating its spread from one 

language to another and its evolving changes in form and meaning.  

Yahweh-Elohim: 

 Creator and Eternal Self-Existing One or persona. God is uncreated Creator (Elohim) who presents Himself as a person (Yahweh) capable of 

communicating with personalities in heaven and earth. 

Persona: 

The aspect of someone's character that is presented to or perceived by others. 

Progenitor: 

A person or thing from which a person, animal, or plant is descended or originates; an ancestor or parent. 

Neshama:  

The breath of spirit-persona (personality) from Yahweh-Elohim into Adam’s soil-body.    

Transcend:  

To be or go beyond the range or limits of something abstract; typically, a conceptual field or division. 

Spirit/spirit:  

Spirit-Being with a capital “S and B” = God’s Being as Spirit.  Spirit-being with a small “s and b” (spirit-being) = the non-corporeal component 

of a person in contrast with the material body of Adam and his descendants. 
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SELF-DISCOVERY QUESTIONS 

• Where you ever created if your spirit-being (spirit-breath) came from within God? 

• How could Spirit-breath in Adam exist as persona (personality)?  

• If your spirit-being originated from Spirit-breath within God, then is your spirit-being eternal? 

• If your spirit-being is eternal, then is awareness of eternal realities possible right now? 

• Are you aware of eternal realities within your spirit-being? 

COMPHEHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for Alpha-Matches in SECTION THREE of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun.   

____   spirit    A. persona 

____  transcend   B. clay-body & spirit     

____  spirit-breath   C. no spirit = no life 

____  issued from   D. being 

____   opposite eternal  E. your original DNA  

____   dead    F. spiritless body 

____ nephesh   G. beyond 

____ James 2:26   H. interior of God 

____ Adam is   I. ephemeral     
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PARTNER / CONCEPT CLARIFICATION 

Assignment: 

Write down your definition and understanding of spirit-being (before you read the Eternal Living Now book) in your Eternal Living Now Journal.  

 [Expect your understanding of spirit-being to change several times before completing this Work Manual]. 

Clarify how your definition and understanding of spirit-being significantly changed after the reading Chapter One of your Eternal Living Now book. 

 

Activity: 

You will need to schedule a meeting with your Concept Clarification Partner to discuss the following: 

• The difference between your understanding of spirit-being before and after reading Chapter One or the Eternal Living Now book. 

• Describe the present state of your awareness of spirit-being (be as transparent as possible) 

• Describe the state of awareness of spirit-being you would like to experience upon completion of the Eternal Living Now Work Manual. 

 

Completion of the Activity assignment with your Concept Clarification Partner is greatly recommended before continuing the Work 

Manual. 
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CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER ONE 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter One 

(Use a copier or download documents from our website as needed): 

• Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

• Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

FOCUS:        Wealth regarding the relevance of your eternal image and likeness today 

LANGUAGE:     Image =  A state of being.  

Tselem:    The Hebrew word for “Image” meaning resemblance or reflection of a state of being.    

Demuwth: The Hebrew word for “Likeness” and used as an adverb in Genesis 1:26 to express the resemblance or similarity of something. 

Likeness is used as the mirrored -expression or behavior of image in Genesis 1:26. 

Spirit/spirit with observable physics: A phrase used to denote the Spirit of God and the spirit of man possess a shape and form that       

 can be seen by other spirits in heaven.  

Unknown composition of spirit form: This statement refers to the fact that the components of the spiritual physics of God’s form in 

 heaven are unknown. The physics of composition regarding Adam’s spirit is also unknown, 

 whereas the composition of his soil-body is known because it was made from the dust of the 

 ground. 

 

SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

• If a body cannot live without a spirit but spirit can live without a body, which is most important in your life? 

• Between needs of body and spirit, which have you given most of your attention to?  Why? 

• Do you think Yeshua is the only Being in heaven that knows the composition of the observable physics of God on the throne?  

• What do you think is the appearance of the observable physics of your spirit-being? 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for Beta-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

Answer Key for BETA-Matches 

 

___ Image is      A. own physics beyond the body 

___ Likeness is      B.  expression of being 

___ God’s Image in heaven is  C. known physics 

___ Your spirit possesses its   D. being 

___ Creation was created to   E. inhabited by eternal beings 

___ God represents Himself as  F. unknown observable physics in heaven 

___ God’s household in heaven  G. only know creation 

___  Adam’s soil-body    H. Spirit-Being 
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PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION 

 

Assignment: 

You are encouraged to meditate on the following thought:  
Your spirit-being is eternal and exists in eternity right now while co-existing in your temporary soil-body.  
Eternity does not begin after you die. Eternity already exists within your spirit and your spirit-being already exists 
in eternity.  

 

Activity: 

• Locate encounters between people and the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures. Remember, an encounter with the Holy Spirit (Who is the Eternal 

Being of God) is an experience of eternity regardless of its brevity:  

• Identify eternal moments in your life during communication with the Holy Spirit. Remember you will communicate with the Holy Spirit 

forever in heaven and the new heaven and earth to come. Communication with the Holy Spirit on earth is exercising your eternal 

relationship with God as Spirit forever. 

• Share with your Concept Clarification Partner what you experienced during eternal moments (communication) with the Holy Spirit.  

• Share with your Concept Clarification Partner how your experience during your eternal moments benefited your life then and now. 

 

Please do not rush through this Assignment and Activity. Take your time. Expect a new understanding of Eternal Living Now to manifest as you 

complete this Activity.   

 

Note:  The probability of this Assignment having a transformational effect upon your Concept Clarification Partner during your Activity is very high. 
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CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER TWO 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Two (Use a copier 

or download documents from our website as needed): 

• Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

• Provide information requested in the Journaling Document. 

• Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

 

FOCUS : WEALTH, RELATIVE TO YOUR PRESENT STATE OF ETERNAL BEING 

 

LANGUAGE: Eternal persona: The person and personality of spirit-being in Adam and his descendants. 

Existing spirits:  Spirit-beings from heaven and on earth that do not possess the eternal life of Christ as their essence of being. 

Living spirits:  Spirit-beings in heaven and on earth that possess the eternal life of Christ as their essence of being. 

Phenomena:  A fact or situation that is observed to exist or happen; especially one whose cause or explanation is in question 

Suffering:  Unfulfilled desire 

 

SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

 

• Can you honestly say you have experienced genuine awareness of your spirit-being since you received Christ as your savior?   

• I Corinthians 6:17 confirms the Holy Spirit and your spirit-being co-exist as one since your accepted Christ in your life. Have you 

really witness a change in your character due to the presence of the Holy Spirit within your spirit? 

• What does walking in the Spirit/spirit mean to you? 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for GAMMA-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

_____  I Corinthians 6:11   A.   Two  

_____ Born-again    B. Unfulfilled spiritual desires 

_____ Living spirit    C. The union between Spirit and your spirit 

_____ Existing spirit    D. Possessor of eternal life 

_____ Suffering    E. Growth through phenomena of existence 

_____ How many states of being?  F. Spirit/spirit as one 

      G. Three   

PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION 

Assignment: 

Locate 2 Corinthians 5:17. Write down four facts regarding how your living spirit has eternally changed your behavior this year.  Take time to express 

appreciation to God for these eternal changes within your spirit-being. 

 

Activity: 

Share your recent awareness of eternal realities within your spirit-being with your Concept Clarification Partner. Encourage your Partner to share 

their interpretation of your experience(s) back to you. 
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CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER THREE 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Three (Use a 

copier or download documents from our website as needed): 

• Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

• Provide information requested in the Journaling Document. 

• Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document. 

• Begin documentation in your Weekly List of Eternal Scriptures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

FOCUS:   WEALTH REGARDING YOUR SPIRIT AND EARTH-SUIT RELATIONSHIP 

 

LANGUAGE: Soil-suit:   Adam’s body made of clay or soil from the earth. 

Eternal self:  The spirit of Adam and his descendants. Various adjectives are used to describe the eternal self, i.e., inner-man, spirit-being, 

new man, new creation, born-again spirit, living spirit, sons of God in Christ. 

Galatians 5:22: The fruit of the Spirit is also the nature of the Spirit within the spirit of Adam and his descendants in Christ.  

Co-existence:  Two different entities that inhabit one location, being or unit as one entity; though the essence of their natures remains 

distinctly different. 

Flesh-nature:  The original nature of Adam’s flesh was to serve as a vehicle for his spirit-being on the earth. The self-less nature of the flesh 

changed to a self-centered nature after Sin was introduced to Adam in the Garden of Eden. 

Ephemeral: Temporary existence. Ephemeral is the opposite of Eternal. 

 

SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

• Is your spirit-being of eternal value?  If so, then is your spirit-being of greater value than your earth-suit? 

• Examine your real values by the amount of attention given to your spirit-being in comparison to your earth-suit. Be honest with 

your assessment and desired changes that must be made. 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for DELTA-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

____Soil-suit   A.  nephesh 

____Does “are”    B.  deserve more attention than have? 

____Earth-suit is  C.  ruddy red clay and Father of mankind  

____Incorruptible  D. suit 

____Resurrected  E.  same as earth-suit 

____Moon   F.  between earth-suit and spirit-being 

____Body, spirit, mind G.  borrowed property 

____Prioritization  H.  co-exist as one entity  

____Adamah   I.  glorified body 

____Spirit and body  J.  body 
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PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION: 

Assignment: 

• Based upon Galatians 5:22, identity the natures of the Holy Spirit within your spirit-being.  

Activity: 

Share your interpretation, in addition to personal application, of the scriptures located in your Assignment with your Concept Clarification Partner. 

 

 

CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter One (Use a copier 

or download documents from our website as needed): 

o Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

o Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 

o Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

FOCUS:  WEALTH AS HEAVENLY COMMUNITY ON EARTH WITHIN YOUR SPIRIT  

  

LANGUAGE: Collective:  Jesus defined the minimum for a Collective as two or more spirit-beings gathered in his name (Matthew 18:19, 20), 

Spirituality:   A relationship with God that can only be defined between God and the person in the relationship.   

Kingdom of God:  An area, society or domain under the perfect will of God 

Conscious:   Awareness of something within your mind and spirit.  

Heavenly Society on earth: The Holy Spirit created a social structure in Acts, Chapter 2 that reflected the society, culture and eternal 

behaviors in heaven. 

Spirit to spirit relationship:  The relationship between the Spirit (Holy Spirit) and your eternal self (spirit). 

Sprit of Agreement:  Agreement between the Father, Son and Spirit in heaven as the same agreement for all inhabitants of His 

heavenly household. 

Dimensional Migration:  God’s intention for all dimensions of heaven to infiltrate, occupy and dominate the earth                                                             

      permanently. 

Infiltration, occupation and domination:  A systematic process through which God brings heaven into earth through people 

who possess God’s Divine nature. 
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SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

• After reading Chapter Four and Five, how is it possible for the culture of heaven within you to unite with the Collective for world-

transformation? 

• What does the universal culture of God look like to you? 

 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for EPSILON-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

____ Ephemeral    A. Name & ground are the same 

____ Earth-suit and Moon-suit  B. Two or more people 

____ Adam {aw-dawm] and Adamah   C. Transported from earth to heaven  

____ Collective    D. Customs unique to a certain people 

____ Culture    E. External units 

____ Spiritual mission   F. Temporary 

____ Resurrection    G. Vehicle heaven into earth 
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PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION: 

Assignment: 

Divide a sheet of paper into two columns. Indicate in one column how this earth is being transformed by heaven through your eternal self.  Indicate in 

the other column how the Collective, in addition with your spirit, is already transforming the earth.  Present both columns to God in prayer for 

direction on manifesting transformation this week.  

Activity: 

Schedule time with you Clarification Partner to celebrate the achievements and concerns presented in both columns.  

 

CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Five (Use a copier 

or download documents from our website as needed): 

o Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

o Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 

o Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document 

o Select a Mentee to begin teaching what you are learning from the Eternal Living Now Book and Work Book. Complete the documentation 

requested in the Mentor-Mentee Document. 

o Begin completing the Self-Re-Write Reprograming Document based upon the identity of your spirit-being. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

 

FOCUS:    ETERNAL LIVING NOW IS A CHOICE 

LANGUAGE: Eternal: An everlasting state of existence for a person, place or thing. Your spirit-being will live forever with God in heaven or exist 

without God in hell. 

Manifest: To make visible.  

Light in the world:  The eternal life of God within you is your light in this world. 

Household of God:  God has one household in two locations; heaven and earth. All beings in the household of God possess the 

nature of God. 

Accessing eternal realities:  Your spirit is authorized by God to retrieve the eternal resources required for fulfillment of your  

 life-purpose. 

 

SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

Dust, should be under your feet. Dust, however, has been used by Satan to rule over the human spirit for centuries. For example: Esteeming images of 

ourselves based upon the possession of money, cars, homes, system that venerate certain people while denigrating others, or success due to the 

possession of yachts, gold, silver, etc., are examples of illusions of self-grandeur based upon creations from dust. In other words, we require dirt on the 

ground to make us feel special.  My $60,000-dollar piece of dirt (Mercedes) makes me superior to your $5,000-dollar piece of dirt (Volkswagen beetle). 

Both are made from dirt and eventually will decompose back to dirt. Yet we think possession of dirt can make us superior or inferior to each other.  

• How has things, made from dust, ruled your thought, emotions and behavior throughout your life? 
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• What steps will you take to put the value of dirt back under your feet where it belongs? 

• Eternal Living Now is a lifestyle of perceiving the infinite, accessing the infinite and eventually expressing the infinite in the finite 

social structures of our world.  What does this phrase in (Chapter Six) mean to you? 

 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for ZETA-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

_____ Behavior before Being  A.  in agreement with God 

_____ All spirits in heaven operate  B. behavior is consistent in God’s household 

_____ Eternal choices result in  C. on earth 

_____ Spirit-lead behavior provides D. 1/3 of Angels were deceived 

_____ Being before    E.   heaven and on earth 

_____ God’s household exist in  F.  is a perverted order of expression  

_____ You are managers of heaven G.  eternal outcomes  

_____ Revelations 12 indicates  H.   a glimpse of new heaven & earth 
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PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION: 

Assignment:   

Exercise self-confrontation through the following questions: 

• Have you ever experienced awareness of the ruling nature of God within your spirit-being? 

• Have you ever experienced likeness before being or performance as a substitute for personality? If so, what steps will you take to insure being 

precedes behavior? 

 

Activity: 

Schedule an appointment with your Concept Clarification Partner to share what you experienced while answering self-confrontation questions in the 

Assignment.  

Be as honest and transparent as you can during the discussion. Also, be prepared to listen to your Partner because self-confrontation discussions tend 

to stimulate confessional reactions from listeners. 

 

CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER SIX 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Six 

(Use a copier or download documents from our website as needed): 

o Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 
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o Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 

o Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document  

o Begin completing the Self-Re-Write Reprograming Document based upon the identity of your spirit-being. 

o Provide documentation in your Weekly List of Eternal Scriptures form. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

 

FOCUS: DAILY DISCIPLINES OF ETERNAL LIVING NOW 

LANGUAGE: Evolve:  A term used to denote growth in one’s ability to locate and utilize eternal resources through one’s eternal spirit. 

Wealth: A term used to identify the value of eternal resources accessible to eternal spirits for fulfillment of life-purpose both now and 

throughout eternity. 

Eternal Living Now: The exercise of accessing eternal resources provided by God for fulfillment of your life-purpose. 

Resource-Identification:  Examining Scriptures to locate eternal ideas, truths or realities that can become wealthy resources for 

fulfillment of one’s purpose during this lifetime. 

Resource- Application:   A process of applying eternal truths, realities and provisions as resources that satisfy collective and 

individual needs. 

Resource- Transformation:   The exercise of envisioning how acquisition of an eternal resources can improve one’s life before 

receipt of the resource has occurred. 

 

SELF-DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

Try this exercise to become more intimate with your eternal self. Close your eyes. See your face in your mind at this very moment. Who is the person 

observing the picture of your face created by your mind? Who is the person observing you while conducting this exercise? The person who has always 

observed your life is your eternal self or spirit-being.  Your eternal self has observed your life from the day you were born to this present moment. 
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Spend quiet time to become more familiar with the person who has always observed your life in this lifetime. Try this exercise often until awareness of 

your eternal self can be established without this exercise. 

 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for THETA-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

____ List of 50 Scriptures  A.  Applying eternal resources for fulfillment of purpose 

____ Resource Identification B.  Locating eternal resources represented by Scripture 

____ Resource Application C.  Resource Application process 

____ Resource Transformation D. Awareness 

____ Believe and receive  E. Envisioning receipt of an eternal resource  

____ Conscious   F.  for identification of eternal resources 
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PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION: 

Assignment: 

Select three Scriptures from your 50 Scriptures List to share with your Concept Clarification Partner.  Record in your diary the eternal resources that are 

revealed to you through each Scripture.  Record your attempts to apply these resources to your life-purpose. 

Activity: 

Share the success and failures experienced while exercising the process of Resource Identification, Application and Transformation with your Concept 

Clarification Partner during your next scheduled meeting. 

 

CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Seven (Use a 

copier or download documents from our website as needed): 

• Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

• Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 

• Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document  

• Begin completing the Self-Re-Write Reprograming Document based upon the identity of your spirit-being. 

• Provide documentation in your Weekly List of Eternal Scriptures form. 

• You are recommended to select someone to serve as your Mentee at this stage of completing the Work Book. Be sure to complete the information 

requested in your Mentor/Mentee Document after each conversation with your Mentee. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 

FOCUS:    QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR SPIRITUAL BUT NOT RELIGIOUS SEEKERS OF GOD 

 

LANGUAGE:  Spirit- desires: The appetites, consistent with the nature of your spirit=being. 

Gal 5:22:  Itemized natures within your spirit-being’s relationship with the Holy Spirit. 

Divine Persona:  God has eternal personality 

 

 

SELF- DISCOVERY QUESTIONS: 

The Eternal Living Now book and this Work Book provide information regarding the identity, personality and purpose for the presence of your spirit-

being on earth at this time: 

• Are you aware of the presence of your spirit-being or eternal self within your body? 

• Are you aware of the appetites and desires of your spirit-being? 

• Are you aware of the eternal reality your spirit-being exist within? 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Match the Alphabet with the appropriate term. Complete matches without re-reading information in the previous section to evaluate how much 

information you really retained. After completing the exercise, use the Answer Key for ETA-Matches in the INDEX section of this Work Manual for 

necessary corrections. Have fun. 

 

____ Can spirits speak?     A. Yes 

____ Do spirits have movement capacity? B.  No 

____ Is your spirit ageless?    

____ Does your spirit have desires?   

____ Can spirits cease to exist?    

____ Is your spirit-being a God?    

____ Does your spirit have shape & form   

 

 

PARTNER/ CONCEPT CLARIFICATION: 

Assignment: 

Memorize the Scriptures in this Chapter that provide answers to the questions raised in Chapter One.  Research the Bible for additional Scriptures that 

support your answers.  People, who are Spiritual But Not Religious (SBNR) outnumber Protestants in America. Modern questions require modern 

answers. Your command of answers for modern spiritual questions is a gift to the Christian Faith.  
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Activity: 

Share the questions and answers in this Chapter with your Concept Clarification Partner during your next meeting. Be prepared to explain, rather than 

recite your answers to your Partner. 

 
 

CHARTING & DOCUMENTATION EXERCISES FOR 

 CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

Please go to the INDEX section in this book and complete the requests required for the following documents in response to Chapter Eight (Use a copier 

or download documents from our website as needed): 

• Provide the information requested in the General Progress Chart. 

• Provide information requested in the Journaling Document 

• Provide information requested in the Accountability Partnership Document  

• Begin completing the Self-Re-Write Reprograming Document based upon the identity of your spirit-being. 

• Provide documentation in your Weekly List of Eternal Scriptures form. 

• Be sure to complete the information requested in your Mentor/Mentee Document after each conversation with your Mentee.  You are blessed to 

be a blessing. Training someone in the Eternal Living Now lifestyle could not only bless them as your Mentee, but could also bless the lives of 

others through your Mentee.  
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?   
 

I am confident you will never be the same after reading the Eternal Living Now book and completing the Eternal Living Now Work Manual.  There are 

several things you can do to awaken others to the realities of their spirit-being: 

• Host an Eternal Living Now 2- Day Seminar in your city. Details are provided on our website at WWW. Eternallivingnow.com. 

• An Eternal Living Now Video Study Package for Small Groups for meetings at your home or church is available at our website.   Each 

attendee should read the Eternal Living Now book while watching the videos. 

• Continue your support of the Concept Clarification Partners program as their number increase with time. Remember development of 

the Collective (through Concept Clarification Partners) for the experience of Eternal Culture is vital to the mission of Kingdom 

expansion on earth. Be faithful to complete Kingdom missions during your watch. Help develop the Collective of eternal spirits in your 

territory and reap the benefits that come when the “Will of God is done on earth as in heaven.” 

 

Be sure to take advantage of the resources provided at the Eternal Living Now website for continued growth, stimulation and motivation. You possess 

eternal truths that can provide guidance into greater awareness and consciousness of eternal spirit-being. Sharing the eternal wealth, you have 

received, will change the world; one spirit at a time. 

The Eternal Living Now baton has been passed to you. Now it’s your turn to run with this knowledge at the speed of spirit to complete the race for 

eternal victory. 
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SECTION  

A 

 

DOCUMENTS FOR DOCUMENTATION 
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ETERNAL LIVING NOW 

DAILY PROGRESS CHARTING DOCUMENT 
_________________ 

MONTH 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

EVALUATION 

CHECK APPROPRIATE PERENTAGE OF COMPLETION THIS MONTH 

(    )   25 % (    )  40% (    )  50% (    )  80% (    )   100% 

GROWTH AREAS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 11 112 11
3 

114 15 116 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 127 128 129 30 

Self-Story Achieved                         
 

     
Accountability Partner Mtgs.                               

Mentor-Mentee events                               
Eternal Realities Accessed                               
Meditation Moments                               
Journaling Completed                               
E- Scriptures Listed doc.                               
Positive Self-Talk events                               
Daily Love Action                               
Spirit (felt) Awareness                               
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ETERNAL LIVING NOW 

 Accountability Partnership Document (APD): 
     Accountability Partnership Meeting Documentation 

Date:___________ Time:   ______    ______   _______ 
    Start    End       Total  
 
Location: _______________________________    Partner’s First Name ____________________________________________ 

Eternal Realities shared during the discussion: 

1._____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________            
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
New Eternal Realities Discovered: 
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Eternal Realities understood by your Partner because of your discussion: 
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Note: Be sure to confirm this event on your ELN growth & Progress Chart. 
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JOURNALING MEMOIRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CATEGORIES 
OF MAJOR 
ETERNAL 

EXPERIENCES 
 

LOVE 
JOY 

PEACE 
GENTLENESS 

PATIENCE 
MEEKNESS 
GOODNESS 
KINDNESS 

SAFETY 
ACCEPTANCE 
WORTHINESS 

CONTENTMENT 
SATISFACTION 
LIFE-FOREVER 

LIGHTNESS OF BEING 
FULFILLMENT 

ETERNAL DESIRES 
POWER 

PROVIDENCE 
AWARENESS 

IDENTITY 
GOD’S IMAGE 

GOD’S LIKENESS 
ETERNAL WEALTH 

ACCESS TO THE 
ETERNAL 
FOREVER 

RELATIONSHIPS 
HEAVENLY LANGUAGE 

DOMINATING 
PRESENCE 

OMEGA MEMORIES 
ANGELIC 

COMMUICATION 
COLLECTIVE ONENESS 
ETERNAL AUTHORITY 

INFINITE ABILITIES 
 

ETERNAL 

ETERNAL LIVING NOW 

Event-Date: _____________ 

Event Details: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

 

 

EXPERIENCE CATEGORIES 

• __________________________________________________________ 
• __________________________________________________________ 
• __________________________________________________________ 
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ETERNAL LIVING NOW 

MENTOR – MENTEE 
ACTIVITY RECORDS 

 
MENTOR NAME ____________________________________   DATE: _________________  

 
ETERNAL REALITIES YOU REALIZED WITH YOUR MENTOR: 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
ETERNAL REALITIES YOUR MENTOR REALIZED DURING COMMUNICATION WITH YOU: 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
ETERNAL REALITIES YOU REALIZED WITH YOUR MENTEE  

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
ETERNAL REALITIES YOUR MENTOR REALIZED DURING COMMUNICATION WITH YOU 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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STORY RE-WRITE DOCUMENT 
This document encourages you to select a negative event in your life and re-write it as a positive event based upon its 

meaning to your Eternal Self. Be sure to draw an X through the Old Story upon completion of the New Story. Feel the freedom and resolve 

to celebrate the New Story as you draw the X through the Old Story. 

===============================================================. 

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

                  

   =============================================================== 

                   

                   

                   

                   

                   

                  

 
WEEKLY LIST OF ETERNAL SCRIPTURES SELECTED, AND ETERNAL REALITIES ACCESSED 
 

OLD EPHEMERAL EVENT 

 

RE-WRITTEN OLD EVENT FROM ETERNAL PERSPECTIVES AS NEW! 
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WEEKLY LIST OF ETERNAL SCRIPTURES SELECTED, AND ETERNAL REALITIES ACCESSED 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

SCRIPTURES 

ACCESSED 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

SCRIPTURES 

ACCESSED 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

SCRIPTURES 

ACCESSED 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Notes        
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INDEX      
 

SECTION  

    B 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

CHAPTER ONE 

Answer Key for ALPHA-Matches 

   

   D   spirit    A. persona 

__G__  transcend   B. clay-body & spirit     

__A__  spirit-breath  C. no spirit = no life 

__H__  issued from   D. being 

__I__   opposite eternal  E. your original DNA  

__F__   dead    F. spiritless body 

__B__ nephesh   G. beyond 

__C__ James 2:26   H. interior of God 

__E__ Adam is   I. ephemeral     
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

Answer Key for BETA-Matches 

 

_D__ image is      A. own physics beyond the body 

_B__ likeness is      B.  expression of being 

_H__ God’s Image in heaven is  C. known physics 

_A__ your spirit possesses its   D. being 

_G__ creation was created to    E. inhabited by eternal beings 

_F__ God represents Himself as  F. unknown observable physics in heaven 

_E__ God’s household in heaven  G. only know creation 

_C__  Adam’s soil-body    H. Spirit-Being 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER THREE 
 

Answer Key for GAMMA-Matches 

 

__F___ I Corinthians 6:11  A.   two  

__D___ born-again    B. unfulfilled spiritual desires 

__C___ living spirit    C. is the union between Spirit and your spirit 

__E___ existing spirit   D. possessor of eternal life 

__B__ suffering    E. growth through phenomena of existence 

__A___ how many states of being? F. Spirit/spirit as one 

      G. three   
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Answer Key for DELTA-Matches 
 

 

__E_ Soil-suit   A.  nephesh 

__B__ Does “are”    B.  deserve more attention than have? 

__G__ Earth-suit is  C.  ruddy red clay and Father of mankind  

_J__ Incorruptible  D. suit 

__I__ Resurrected  E.  same as earth-suit 

_D__ Moon    F.  between earth-suit and spirit-being 

_A_ Body, spirit, mind  G.  borrowed property 

_F___ Prioritization  H.  co-exist as one entity  

__C__ Adamah   I.  glorified body 

_H__ Spirit and body  J.  body 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Answer Key for EPSILON-Matches 
 

 

_F__ ephemeral     A. name & ground are the same 

_E__ earth-suit and moon-suit  B. two or more people 

_A__ Adam {aw-dawm] and Adamah  C. transported from earth to heaven  

_B___ collective     D. customs unique to a certain people 

_D___ culture     E. external units 

_G___ spiritual mission    F. temporary 

_C___ resurrection    G. vehicle heaven into earth 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

Answer Key for ZETA-Matches 
 

 

__F___ behavior before being   A.  in agreement with God 

__A___ all spirits in heaven operate  B. behavior is consistent in God’s household 

__G___ eternal choices result in   C. on earth 

__H___ spirit-lead behavior provides  D. 1/3 of Angels were deceived 

__B___ being before    E.   heaven and on earth 

__E___ God’s household exist in  F.  is a perverted order of expression  

__C___ you are managers of heaven  G.  eternal outcomes  

__D___ Revelations 12 indicates  H.   a glimpse of new heaven & earth 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Answer Key for THETA-Matches 
 

 

__F__ List of 50 Scriptures  A.  applying eternal resources for fulfillment of purpose 

__B__ Resource-Identification  B.  locating eternal resources represented by Scripture 

_A___ Resource-Application  C.  resource application process 

_E___ Resource-Transformation D. awareness 

_A___ believe and receive  E. envisioning receipt of an eternal resource  

_D___ conscious    F.  for identification of eternal resources 
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 COMPREHENSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

Answer Key for ETA-Matches 
 

_A__ can spirits speak?      A. Yes 

_A__ do spirits have movement capacity? B.    B. No 

_A__ is your spirit ageless?    

_A___ does your spirit have desires?   

_B___ can spirits cease to exist?    

_B___ is your spirit-being a God?  

_A___ does your spirit have shape & form   
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CONGRATULATIONS ON THE COMPLETION OF THIS WORK BOOK 

 

Our website provides study materials for greater insight regarding the realities of your spirit-being. The ELN website also provides an 

Eternal Living Now Group Study (Video) Course, additional study materials for individual or collective enrichment.  A link is provided at 

the website for opinions or recommendations regarding how Eternal Living Seminars may improve spiritual relationships in your city. 

Join the Eternal Living Now Internet Community and share progressive opinions with other Eternal Living Now Seminar attendees.  

 

Need an Eternal Living Now Seminar to take place in your city?  Locate the “Seminar Scheduling” link on our website. Instructions for 

scheduling Seminars from our office will be provided for you. 

  

The website was developed with needs of your spirit-being in mind. Enjoy the resources provided for better understanding of your 

eternal identity.  Our website will be up-dated continually as new resources are developed for your spiritual health. 

 

 

ACCEPT CHRIST AS YOUR SAVIOR? 

Know that Jesus Christ died on a cross so that he could exchange his life with yours. In death, he became 

the failures of your life so that in life you could live the success of his. When invited, Christ will convert 

the nature of your existing spirit into the living nature of his spirit. Spiritual conversion requires a desire 

and request for conversion. “Ask and you shall receive” (Matthews 7:7). If you desire Christ to change the 

nature of your existing spirit to the nature of hi living spirit, then proceed. 
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Pray the following prayer with me.  Jesus, I believe you died on a cross so that my sin could be forgiven. 

Thank you for your forgiveness right now. Jesus, I believe you rose from a grave to give me life that is 

greater than eternal death.  By faith I receive your eternal life within my spirit right now. 

Believe:  Lord Jesus, I believe you are faithful to your words of promise. I believe you have come into my 

spirit as you promised you would when invited. Thank you for giving me your life. I have received your 

life within my spirit. Thank you for choosing to live your life within me.  From this day forward, I live for 

you by allowing you to live your life within me and through me. I, in you and you in me, is the new life I 

now live forever. Thank you, Jesus, for this new life I have in you. 

 

Be sure to visit our website for information and resources that may assist in your new journey with Christ. After 40 years of walking with 

Christ, I can tell you he is faithful to develop you into the awesome creation God intended for you to become before you were born.  Pray 

for Christ to lead you to the church family of His choice for spiritual growth. Be patient. Christ will get you where you need to be at the 

right time.  Continue to desire to know, pray and believe and your journey with Christ will fulfill God’s will on earth, as it is in heaven. 

In the Eternal Living Now book, you were challenged to re-read the book for a deeper revelation regarding how, why and when 

everlasting resources can be accessed by your eternal spirit for fulfillment of life-purpose.  I am fully confident your life will experience 

unbelievable improvement as you accept this challenge. 

I suggest a visit to the Eternal Living Now website to make copies of forms for documentation, purchase of additional books, CDs and 

other resources that contribute to your growth in the disciplines of an Eternal Living Now lifestyle. 

The Eternal Living Now family is increasing daily.  Because we are changing, the world is changing. Your addition to the ELN family 

contributes to the fulfillment of Matthew 6:10; “Your Kingdom come as Your Will is done on earth as it is in heaven.” Heaven is 

transforming earth through your Eternal Living Now lifestyle.  Hallelujah! 

Congratulations and welcome to your eternal family.  
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